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Global network

Main customers

All-round consulting

Personal Forwarder

Field supervisor system

Special shipping solution

Construction equipment

Ocean transportation

Air transportation
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Contents

08 Commenced transportation to the Philippines for 

Hyundai Heavy Industries' Construction Machinery

2015
01 Recognized as a youth-friendly small 

and robust company 

Ministry of Employment and Labor

01 Designated as a talent nurturing small 

and medium enterprise 

Ministry of SMEs and Startups

2021

2014 10 Established Barun Logistics Co., Ltd.  (BUSAN)

10 Registered Ship Broking Business

Busan Regional Office of Oceans and Fisheries

2016 01 Registered an International Forwarding Business

03 Registered as an Insurance Agency Business

06 Established Seoul office 

11 Recognized as a top regional employer 

Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy

2017 07 Patent registered for 'Auto Rack Container'

11 Commenced transportation to India, Indonesia, 

Myanmar, and Taiwan for Hyundai Construction Machinery

2018 03 Patent registered for 'Auto Rack Container'

04 Certified as a leading startup in Busan

05 Certified as a venture company 

05 Registered Shipping Agency

Busan Regional Office of Oceans and Fisheries

09 Commencement of the transportation     

contract for Matabari 'BAMA Project'

2019 04 Acquired ISO 9001:2015

11 Received the Small and Medium Venture    

Business Minister's Award for Global   

Entrepreneurship Youth Entrepreneurship   

Ministry of SMEs and Startups

2020 11 Certified as an AEO

(Authorized Economic Operator)

recognized company for excellent export

import safety management

Korea Customs Service

2023 04 Registered with the U.S. FMC

2022 04 Registered as a cooperative company for

Hyundai Genuine export-import logistics

History

We walk the

right way



Our belief in the power of honesty propels us towards the future.

We believe in honesty

Core Value

Cargo Insurance EnrollmentAEO CertificateISO 9001:2015

International Forwarding 

Business Registration

Shipping Agency 

Registration

Ship Broking Business 

Registration

Certificates

Our Competencies

Our Values

Honest execution of tasks

Taking responsibility 
to the very end

Proposal optimum
logistics methods

Designating employees
to customer needs

Developing novel
logistics solutions 

Researching and developing 
specialized containers

Respect for customers 
Employee welfare 

Giving back to society
Sustainable management

Customer-centric 
logistics services  

Sharing the vision of 
our customers

Transparent corporate 
management

Open communication
structure

TransparencyAcceptanceCoexistence

Competence InnovationIntegrity



Barun Logistics Co., Ltd. as a member of the WCA,

the world's largest global forwarder network with

over 11,000 international logistics companies across

195 countries, delivers professional and reliable

transportation services across in the globe.

For project cargo that requires more specialized

logistics services, Barun Logistics Co., Ltd. conducts

site visits, establishes road surveys, pre-inspections,

and execution plans in collaboration with partners

whose project performance and scale have been

verified, and performs transportation.

Global Network Key Clients

Side by side with our customers, we march forward.

Driving success together



We create

the new logistics
Inventing innovative logistics solutions, 

we break new ground.

All-round consulting

Personal forwarder

Field supervisor system

Special shipping solution

Construction equipment

Core Competencies



From start to finish, we offer comprehensive logistics consulting.

Door to Door Service

The international logistics environment requires sea, air, inland transportation, stevedoring, 

customs clearance, and storage services anywhere in the world. 

We offers professional consulting throughout the entire process of international logistics.

One Team System

Department-specific staff, considering the export/import environment and the characteristics of the cargo, 

are assigned as a team to provide quick and accurate logistics services without any work gaps.

Specialized staff who understand the characteristics of customers and cargo 

provide the optimal logistics service.

Logistics flow

step. 

Logistics Packaging

step. 

Inland Transport

step.

CFS / Storage

step. 

Export 

Customs Clearance

step. 

Sea/Air/Rail Transport

step. 

Import 

Customs Clearance

step. 

Inland Transport

step. 

Arrival / Storage

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

All-round consulting Personal forwarder



Our cargo management team handles the cargo with ensuring its safety. We implement optimal transportation methods to reduce logistics costs for customers.

CFS operation

From the loading and unloading of cargo, container stuffing and

unstuffing, lashing operations, and shoring, to the entry and exit of

goods, we supervise, inspect, and rigorously adhere to safety

management standards to prevent accidents.

Bulk shipment supervising

We supervise the cargo in accordance with the storage plan to ensure

it can be loaded onto the ship. We verify lifting points in advance for

safe unloading operations of export cargo and prepare the necessary

lifting gear.

We prepare suitable materials and carry out supervision and

inspection to ensure that lashing, securing, and dunnage operations

within the ship are safely carried out.

Operation at door site

If container stuffing and unstuffing operations are needed at the

customer's factory or site, we manage and supervise the site to ensure

a safe working environment by arranging necessary equipment such

as forklifts and cranes.

We prepare suitable materials and carry out the work so that lashing

operations can be completed to the same standard as at the CFS site.

Barun Logistics Co., Ltd. researches and fulfills new methods

away from the stereotypical logistics transportation paradigm in order to reduce logistics costs.

Through our extensive on-the-ground experience and pre-simulations,

we cut down risk and introduce optimized transportation solutions.

We're not just transporting goods – we're propelling your business towards unparalleled success.

Field supervisor system Special shipping solution



Our cargo management team engineers, who are

licensed to operate a variety of construction equipment

and industrial vehicles, implement a shape suitable for

shipment through safe dismantling operations and

packaging work to ensure quality.

From domestic to international terrain, whenever your

construction equipment requires dismantling, assembly,

or shipping, we rapidly deploy our team of engineers

and shipping specialists, ensuring a world-class service

experience regardless of your location.

Our shipping experts examine bulk carriers, container ships, and vehicle carriers simultaneously,

combining models in order to provide the best shipping solution.

Transportation of construction equipment

We propose the optimal shipping method for all construction equipment, 
taking into account its structure, specifications, characteristics, and weight.

We find the most suitable ship by understanding the types, quantities of equipment 
and the current status of ship transportation by destination.



Your trust,

Our transport
Carrying more than just goods, we deliver customer trust.

Ocean transportation

Air transportation

Inland transportation

Stevedoring / Warehousing

Additional service

Business Area



Ocean transportation

Selecting the appropriate vessel

in accordance with the type of cargoes

and trade environment requires

careful consideration.

We select the most suitable vessel

and have international competitiveness

to drive our customers' success.
Even cargo that exceeds the limits of normal containers can

benefit from a container ship's regular service via a special

container.

Special container

OPEN TOP | FLAT RACK | SUPER RACK

General container

LCL  | FCL | REFFER | DG | ISO TANK 

SOC CONTAINER

Utilizing multiple flat rack containers for bulk loading on a

container ship proves beneficial for transporting urgent and

oversized cargo efficiently.

Break bulk on container vessel

We offer a comprehensive range of container transportation

services at the most cost-effective logistics rates.

Container vessel
Container ships, known for their extensive regional coverage and regular schedules, 

offer a secure, swift, and reliable transportation option, ensuring customer satisfaction.



Pure car & truck carrier
Car carriers optimized for loading various self-propelled vehicles and construction equipment have the benefit of 

being able to handle even heavy freight quickly and safely.

General cargo vessel
Bulk ships maximize their competitiveness by matching the most suitable cargo, leveraging their versatility to 

accommodate diverse cargo types.

Ship chartering
We also provide irregular transportation for various dry bulk cargo such as heavy equipment, steel, ore, coal, grain,

and so on, employing charter fleets ranging from small handy class to ultra max class.



Aircraft, the fastest long-distance transportation method, is ideal for transporting urgent or small,

high-value cargo.

Inland transportation

We provide the fastest and safest transportation methods for everything from small cargo to long

and heavy cargo and bonded transportation.

CARGO TRUCK

WINGBODY TRUCK 

FLATBED TRAILER

LOWBED TRAILER 

CONTAINER TRAILER 

SELF PROPELLED MODULE TRANSPORTER

Stevedoring / Warehousing 

Capitalizing on our proficient staff, we deliver top-tier stuffing, devanning, and cargo handling

services, ensuring the highest levels of safety.

In addition, we stand ready with effective storage solutions tailored to the quantity and nature of

your goods, creating a seamless logistics experience.

Air transportation



Additional service

We provide essential services for the entirety of the international logistics process.

Packing & Lashing

Export packing and lashing services 

tailored to the shape and 

characteristics of the export cargo

as well as the mode of transport

Insurance

Cargo insurance, freight liability 

insurance, and export credit insurance, 

indispensable tools for our import and 

export business operations

Customs clearance

Accurate import and export clearance 

services linked with many customs 

corporations divided by specialized fields

Trilateral logistics

Three-country logistics services 

through verified WCA partners

Exhibition cargo transportation

Strict adherence to exhibition timelines, 

anchored by ATA Carnet customs expertise, 

for the optimal transportation of your 

tailored exhibition cargo

Container purchasing 

& reselling

Container buying agency and 

overseas local resale services

Rail transportation

Transportation services in Russia, 

Mongolia, and CIS regions through 

TSR, TCR, and TMGR



Crossing the ocean and the sky is not just cargo,

but the fruit of our customers' dreams and efforts.

That's why we're not compromising.

We are always looking for better logistics methods as well as our client services.

Our focus extends beyond cost-cutting, making efficiency a priority as well. 

As a company that understands our customers and relentlessly seeks the best solutions,

As a company that works honestly and takes responsibility to the end,

Barun Logistics Co., Ltd. is committed to becoming your ultimate logistics partner.

BEYOND LOGISTICS
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